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constant of desorption rate, P02 - oxygen pressure, b - parameter corresponding to equilibrium
oxygen index in vacuum at given temperature.
Solution of the equations in equilibrium conditions is:
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Experimental data of Kishio were digitised and parameters of the equations were

determined by fitting of experimental and calculated data. It is necessary to notice that kd was
calculated for every temperature in suggestion that kdo =1013 lie. Value of energy activation of
oxygen desorption (2.99 eV) used in data processing was experimentally determined by us in [1].
As it can be seen from fig. 2 there is a good agreement between experimental and calculated data.

In addition mathematical model, describing water molecules release from doped cerates was
suggested and dependences of activation energy of water desorption on gas concentration in the
materials were calculated.
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Recently predicted effect of the barrier transparence for the resonance energy [1,2] can be
very important for the interaction problems of the real molecular system with the surface of real
materials [3]. In addition, there is an attractive possibility to investigate the new mechanisms for
the quantum diffusion of two-atomic molecules when usual processes of one-atomic diffusion are
inhibited.

The effect of resonance transparence is based on the arising of a meta-stable state for the
bounded pair and the repulsive barrier when the real part of the scattering amplitude tends to
zero.

At this time the effect of resonance transparence for bounded identical bosons or particles,
which are even at transposition, was considered only. In this work the effect has been expanded
to the pair, which consists of identical fermions, it corresponds to the passing of Be2 molecule
through intercrystalline barrier.

The numerical solution for the tunneling of the bounded pair with half-integer spin through the
one-dimension repulsive barrier is presented. The using of canonical coordinates gives possibility to
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reduce the problem to solution of two-dimension Schrodinger equation. The numerical solution has
been found with block-three-diagonal scheme of matrix chaser. The result is shown in the figure.
The evident resonance dependence of the passing coefficient via energy can be observed like the
passing of boson pair through the barrier. In this case the probability of the molecular passing is not
only significantly higher than the probability of non-structure pair of particles (in figure it is "2
atoms") but it is higher than probability of passing for one atom through barrier.
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The comprising of passing through barrier for two-atomic molecule and atom beryllium.

The molecular diffusion process for the two-atomic beryllium molecule through potential
barrier, which altitude is 4000 K and width is 1.61 A, has been considered in the frame of
presented model (see fig.).

The inter-atomic potential has been chosen as four-order polynomial, it has given
possibility to reproduce the average distance between particles and the lowest energetically states
of the molecular spectra. The analysis of obtained results shows that resonance passing of
beryllium molecule through the potential barrier is much more than one-particle passing and the
molecular resonance diffusion is much more too than one-particle one in region of energy for
quantum passing of barrier.
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